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INTRODUCTORY LETTER.
Interstate Commerce Commission,  
D ivision of Carriers’ Accounts,
Washington, January 29, 1917.
To Accounting Officers of Carriers by Water:
This publication is issued for the purpose of aiding carriers in 
securing greater uniformity in the classification of items chargeable 
to operating expenses.
It is appropriate that acknowledgment should be made of the 
assistance rendered by the Association of Water Line Accounting 
Officers and by the executive committee of that association in work­
ing out the details contained herein.
Fred W. Sweney,
Chief Examiner of Accounts.
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REPRESENTATIVE ITEMS CHARGEABLE TO ACCOUNTS WE 2, 
“ VESSELS— REPAIRS,” AND WE 5, “ TUGS AND LIGHTERS—  
REPAIRS.”
Repairs to Floating Equipment.—In order to avoid improper 
classification of operating expenses, particular attention should be 
given to the distribution of items chargeable to accounts WE 2, 
‘‘Vessels—Repairs,” and WE 5, “Tugs and fighters—Repairs,” in 
the classification of operating expenses of carriers by water.
The items chargeable to these repair accounts should be confined 
to labor and material expended in repairs to vessels and to their fur­
niture, fixtures, etc. The items includible in these repair accounts 
should be for the purpose of keeping the equipment in serviceable 
condition, or, to make the distinction more clear, to keep the equip­
ment as near as possible in the same condition (except for deprecia­
tion) as when received from the shipbuilders, fully equipped and 
completed for the purpose of rendering a transportation service.
Expenditures for fuel, lubrication, food supplies, water, and other 
items not incurred in connection with the repair or renewal of any 
part of the hull, machinery, furniture, fittings, or fixtures of a fully 
equipped and completed vessel shall not be charged to the repair 
accounts.
For convenience, there is here inserted the text of operating ex­
pense accounts WE 2 and WE 5.
WE 2. Vessels—Repairs.
This account should include the cost of all material used (less salvage) and labor 
expended in repairs to vessels and to their furniture, fixtures, etc. When practica­
ble this account should be subdivided as follows:
(a) Repairs to hulls.
(b) Repairs to machinery.
(c) Repairs to furniture, fixtures, etc.
(See notes A, B, and C below.)
WE 5. Tugs and Lighters—Repairs.
This account should include the cost of material used (less salvage) and labor 
expended in repairs to tugs, lighters, and miscellaneous floating equipment, and 
repairs to their furniture, fixtures, etc. Whenever practicable this account should 
be subdivided as follows:
(а) Repairs to hulls.
(b) Repairs to machinery.
(c) Repairs to furniture, fixtures, etc.
(See notes A, B, and C below.)
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The following notes apply to both of the above accounts:
Note A.—The cost of repairs resulting from casualties should be charged to casualty 
accounts when covered by insurance and to insurance reserves, to the extent of accruals 
therein, when such reserves have been provided for damage to such property. Any 
part of such cost not recoverable from underwriters or chargeable to insurance reserves 
should be charged to repair accounts.
N ote B .—This account may include for each month a proportion of the  total am ount 
a uthorized or approxim ated for general and extraordinary repairs, necessary adjust­
ments to be  made to include in  each year’s accounts the actual expenditures for main­
tenance in  th a t year.
Note C.—The coat of replacing minor parts of machinery, fixtures, etc., should be 
charged to this account. In the General Instructions are contained directions rela­
tive to charging depreciation reserves with the cost of certain renewals of important 
parts of machinery, fixtures, etc.
To assist in securing a proper distribution of and distinction between 
items chargeable to accounts WE 2, “Vessels—Repairs,” and WE 5, 
“Tugs and lighters—Repairs,” on the one hand, and account WE 30, 
“Other supplies and department expenses,” on the other hand, there 
is given below a partial list of the more common articles or parts 
which are used in the repair or renewal of floating equipment, together 
with incidental expenses in connection therewith. This list is repre­
sentative and not exhaustive, and should be used merely as a guide,
or to indicate the 
repair accounts.
nature of the items which
 
are chargeable to the
Acids. Bells. Burners.
Aerial attachments. Belt laces. Bushings.
Alcohol. Belting.
Aluminum. Berths. Cabin hooks.
American ensigns. Berth supports. Cables.  
Ammonia. Bilge-keels. Cans, oil.
Anchor signals. Bilge-pump leathers. Canvas.
Anchors. Bilge pumps. Capstan bars.
Armatures. Binnacle lamps. Capstans.
Asbestos covering. Binoculars.  Carpet cleaners.
Asbestos wicking. Blocks and tackle. Carpets.
Axes and handles. Blocks, chopping. Calking.
Awning gears. Boat covers (life). Cement.
Awnings. Boat falls. Chain falls.
Boats, life. Chain jacks.
Babbitt metal. Boats, service (deck). Chains.
Barometers. Boiler foundations. Chairs.
Bars, capstan. Boiler picks. Chambers,
Bars, grate. Boilers. Chiffoniers.
Basins. Bowls, wash. Chimneys.
Bathtubs. Bread breakers. China and crockery.
Batteries. Brick, fire. Chisels.  
Bearings, machine. Bridge cloths. Chronometers (ad justing).
Bed springs. Buckets, fire. Clinch rings.
Bedding. Bugles. Clocks.
Beds and springs. Bulwarks. Coal hods.
Bedsteads. Bunks. Coal scoops.





































































































































































































































































































Stoves and fixtures. 
Submarine signals.  
Tables.
Tableware.



















































REPRESENTATIVE ITEMS INCLUDED IN THE TERM 
“ STATIONERY AND PRINTING.”
Under the provisions of the classification of operating expenses the 
cost of stationery and printing should be charged, according to the 
use thereof, to the accounts named below:
Maintenance of equipment: To account WE 10, “ Stationery and printing.” 
Maintenance of terminals: To account WE 15, “ Stationery and printing.” 
Outside agencies (traffic): To account WE 18, “ Outside agencies.” 
Advertising purposes: To account WE 21, “ Advertising.”
Traffic department: To account WE 22, “ Stationery and printing.”  
Operation of vessels: To account WE 28, “ Stationery and printing.” 
Operation of terminals: To account WE 37, “ Stationery and printing.” 
General expenses: To account WE 54, “ Stationery and printing.”
The original cost of adding machines, addressing machines, calcu­
lating machines, typewriters, and similar devices should be charged 
to account WP 1, “ Line equipment,” or WP 9, “ Office equipment,” 
as may be appropriate. It is suggested that a register be main­
tained of such equipment in order that purchases of additional units 
may be differentiated from those for replacement which involve 
charges to operating expenses in connection with the items retired.
There follows a partial list of the more common items included in 
the term “ stationery and printing.” This list should be considered as 
merely representative and not as excluding from any account analo­
gous items which are not mentioned. On the other hand, the inclusion 
of an item in the list warrants the charging of its cost to the account 
concerned only when the text of the account so requires. The proper 





































Forms, blank and printed. 
Freight classifications. 
Freight rate and division 
sheets.
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Passenger time-tables. 












































DISTRIBUTION OF OFFICERS’ AND EMPLOYEES’ SALARIES, 
EXPENSES, AND OFFICE SUPPLIES.
There are given below the numbers of the accounts to which should 
be charged the salaries and expenses of officers and employees, the 
salaries and expenses of clerks and attendants, and the office supplies 






Salaries and expenses of clerks and attendants in 
office of—(see note 2).
Office supplies and expenses of—(except 
stationery and printing) (see 
note 2).
Account. Account. Account.  
Chairman of board.......... . ............................... WE 49 WE 50
50President......................................................... 48 49
Assistant to president.. .................. ............... 48 49 50
Vice president.................................................. 48 49 50
Assistant to vice president.............................. 48 49 50
General manager.............................................. 48 49 50
Assistant general manager......................... 48 49 50
Secretary.......................... .............................. 48   49 50
Assistant secretary.......................................... 48 49 50
Treasurer............................ ............................. 48 49 50
Assistant treasurer........................................ . 48 49 50
Comptroller...................................................... 48 49 50
Assistant comptroller..................................... 48 49 50
General auditor................................................ 48 49 50
Assistant general auditor................................ 48 49 50
Auditor............................................................ 48 49 50
Assistant auditor................................... ......... 48 49 50
Auditor of revenue...................................................... 48 49 50
Auditor of passenger accounts............................... 48 49 50
Assistant, au d itor  of  p as sen ger  a c c o u n t s . .......... 48 49 50




Assistant, a u d itor  o f fre ig h t a cco u n ts . . ............. 48 50
A uditor o f d isb u rsem en ts ......... ................................ 48 50
A ssistan t a u d itor  o f d isb u rsem en ts ...................... 48 49 50
G eneral accountant. ............................ ....................   48 49 50
G eneral c la im  agent. .......................... ...................... 48 49 50
Freigh t c la im  agent. ................................................. 48   49 50
Assistant, freight cla im  agent............. .................... .. 48 49 50
Traffic director.................... ...................................... 17 17 17
Traffic m anager______________________ ............... 17 17 17
G eneral traffic m anager............................................. 17 17 17
P assenger traffic m anager. ....... ........... 17 17 17
G en eral passenger agent. . __ - _____ 17 17 17
A ssistant general passenger agent.. .  __ 17 17 17
Freight traffic m anager.................. .......................... 17 17 17
General freight agent.................................,. 17 17 17
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Assistant general freight agent........... .......... .
General superintendent (equipment opera­
tion) .............................  . ........................ ...
Assistant general superintendent (equipment
operation).........  ........................................
Marine superintendent (equipment opera­
tion) ............................................................
Superintending engineer (equipment main­
tenance).....................................................
Chief engineer (equipment maintenance)----






Agents and solicitors (traffic)........................
Port agents.....................................................
Port stewards (see note 1 below)..................
Baggagemaster on shore................................
Wharf and warehouse foremen......................
Wharf and warehouse freight handlers.. . . . .
Wharf and warehouse watchmen..................






Shop employees (other).................. .............
Storeroom employees....................................











































WE 25 (See notes A, B, and C of ac-
count WE 25.)
1 Includes stationery and printing.
The classification of operating expenses makes the following 
provision in regard to salary and rent item s:
N ote 1.—When officers above enumerated have supervision over several depart­
ments, their salaries and expenses should, when possible, be apportioned equitably 
among the departments over which they have supervision.
N ote 2.—The rents included in the superintendence accounts (Nos. WE 1, 12, 
17, 24, and 34) are those of offices of minor importance, which are usually rented for 
a year or less. The rents of general offices and other structures of major importance, 
which, when not owned by carriers, are ordinarily leased for a period of years, should 
be charged to income account.
ALPHABETICAL LIST OF REPRESENTATIVE ITEMS CHARGEABLE 
TO OPERATING EXPENSES OF CARRIERS BY WATER.
Account.
Abutments of bridges damaged by ships, repairs to............................................. 46
Abutting property damaged by ships, damages paid for or repairs to.................. 46
Accident insurance premiums...............................................................................  52
prevention campaigns............................................................................ 55
Accidents at sea, cost of boarding passengers due to ...........................................  33
transferring freight and passengers due to....................  33
causing damage to baggage, claims for................................................. 45
freight, claims for......... .........................................  44
property of others, claims for................................  46
investigations of, when not charged to the injury or loss and damage
accounts, pay and expenses of employees attending.................... 55
to floating equipment, repairs due to............... ...................................  2, 5
Acids for repairs...............................................................................................2,5,8,13
supply..........................................................................................  26,30,42,55
Adding machines, repairs of........................................................  10,15,18, 22,28,37,54
Adjusters, loss and damage, freight claim, pay and expenses of..........................  44
personal injury claim, pay and expenses of........................  ......... 9,14,47
Adjusting compasses....................................................... ..................................... . 2,5
Adjustment of freight claims, pay and expenses of general office employees en­
gaged i n ..............................................................................................................   49
Advertising agents and clerks, pay and expenses of............................................  21
bulletin boards, cards, cases, dodgers, folders, frames, general no­
tices, handbills, maps, pamphlets, photographs, posters, printed
matter, racks, etc..................- ........................................................  21
department, rent of offices occupied by.................................   21
for crews...................................................- ........................................  30
general-office employees...............................................................  55
traffic...............    21
wharf employees....................................................................   42
jointly with others...........................................................- - ............  21
matter, distribution of...............................- ......................................  21
steamer for sale............................................ ..............- - - ...................  55
stockholders’ meetings................................................................... - - 55
Aerial attachments, wireless-telegraph apparatus, repairs to ..............................  2,5
Affidavits on application for liquor license on vessels.......................................... 31
reports, annual, and other general................................................... 55
statements and documents by general officers................................ 55
Agencies, outside, office expenses of.....................................................................  18
pay and expenses of city agents and employees in ...............  18
commercial agents, traveling agents,
and solicitors.................   18
postage for.....................................  18
  rent and repairs of rented offices for...................................... 18
16
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Account.
Agencies, outside, repairs of furniture for..... ................. ................................ .. 18
stationery and printing for.............. .  .............. - - - ------- - 18
supplies for..............................................................................  18
telegraph, service and telephone calls. — .............................  18
telephone rental....................................................... ............ 18
Agency office expenses at terminals...................................... - - - ..........................  36
Agents, clerks, and attendants at terminals, pay of.................................. .........  35
dock and ticket, expenses of.................................................................... 36
pay of........................................................    35
engaged in soliciting traffic, pay and expenses of...................................  18
Aliens, deported, expense for doctors, nurses, or attendants on ships................  33
detained, care of.................................................................  .........  ........  43
fees or charges for immigration inspection of....... ............................. . 43
head tax on, in transit (when not included in fare)......................... . 43
paid foreign government..............     43
United States Government.. . . . ................................  43
seamen, discharged, head tax paid on..................................................... 43
stowaways, on ships, expenses of........... ...................................----------  33
shore, expenses of........................................    43
Alcohol for maintenance purposes.................................................................2,5,8,13
Ales, liquors, cigars, and mineral water for sale on ships........ ................., ----- 31
Alterations of dock property by lessee when not considered improvements.---- 13
partitions and fixtures in general offices.. . . ...............................  13
Aluminum for equipment repairs.................................................... ................. - 2, 5
Ammonia for vessels’ repairs........................................................  ........  ............  2,5
supply..................................................................   30
Analysis of coal for ships’ fuel..............................................................................  26
drinking water for ships........................................ ............................. 30
lubricating oil for ships...... ........................... .................................... 27
Anchors, expense of recovering........................................ .................................. 2,5
Annual reports, printing or publishing.................................................................  55
Antiseptics for ships............................................................................. ...............  30
Apparel (not baggage) of passengers, damage to . .............................................  46
Appeal bonds in lawsuits................       51
  from tax assessments..........................................   51
Apportionment of pay and expenses of officers between various departments.
(See appropriate note to accounts Nos. 1, 12, 17, 24, 34, 48, and 49.)
Approaches to docks, piers, and bulkheads, dredging about.......... - - - -...........  13
removing dredged material from.. 13
repairs to........................................  13
Aprons for stewards, waiters, and cooks......................................................... . 30
Arbitrators’ services................................................................... .......................—  51
Arc lights at wharves, repairs to ..........................................................................  13
Architects, pay and expenses of, in connection with repairs to buildings.. .  . 13
equipment___ 2,5
Armatures on ships, repairs of........................................................ ..................  2
Artificial limbs.................................................................................................. 9, 14,47
Asbestos wicking for vessel repairs. .................................................... .................  2,5 
Ashes, ship’s, cost of removing, while in port.....................................................  30 
Associations, accounting, assessments and membership fees in ...... .................. 48
dues of general officers in .................................... ........... ..........   48
46297°—17-----3
Account.
Associations, steamship and railway, assessments and, membership fees in .......  48
traffic, assessments and membership fees in. . . . ........................... 20
Atlases for general offices.. . . ............................................... ............................... 50
ships...............................................................................................   30
Attachment plugs for ships at piers, repairs to.............................. ........ .............  13
Attorneys, pay and expenses of............................................................................ 51
Attractions (not auxiliary operations) for securing traffic, maintenance of.........  13
operation of............... 23
Auditor, traveling, pay and expenses of..............................................................  49
Audits, special, expense of.........................................................  55
Automobile for transporting commissary supplies, expenses of......................... 29, 30
in freight and baggage transfer service, expenses of......................... 40
repairs o f....................   16
Awnings and gear for general offices, repairs of....................................................  13
ships, repairs of...................................................................  2, 5
warehouse, repairs of.............. ........................................... 13
Axes for coopers.......................................................................................    42
on vessels........................................................................................................ 2,5
Badges for vessel employees.......................................................... ........................  30.
wharf employees............................................  ..................................... 42
Baggage, astray, proceeds from sale of (credit).............................. ....................  45
checks and tags, printed or stamped...................................................... 37
damaged, repairs to..... ..............    45
sold, proceeds from sale of (credit)....................................  45
extra allowance to employees for handling................ ..........................  38
handling of, on wharves.................. ..................................................... 38
trucks, repairs to.............................   16
unclaimed, sold, proceeds from sale of (credit)....................................  45
Bags, ash, for ships.................    30
coal, for ships.................................................................   30
mail, for ships................ .................................................................. . . ....... 30
Bar supplies for vessels......................................... - ...............................................  31
Barometer charts for ships......................................................................................  30
terminals............................................................................... 42
Barometers on floating equipment, repairs to.......................................................  2, 5
Barrel hoops, staves, and heads.............................................................................  42
Beds and bedding on floating equipment, repairs to........................................... 2,5
Bells and wiring (electric) in general offices, repairs to ......................................  13
terminal offices, repairs to ........................................... 13
on wharves, repairs to.............................................. 13
Belting for floating equipment engines, repairs to. .  ........................................  2,5
power plant, repairs of...................................................................  8
Benefit insurance for employees...........................................................................  52
Beverages sold on ships, cost of.............................................................................  31
Bill posting, cost of....................................   21
Billboards, maintenance of......................................................     21
Billing clerks at terminals, pay of.........................................................................  35
Bills of lading, printing..........................................................................................  37
Binnacle lamps, repairs to ...................................................................................... 2, 5
Blacksmiths in shops, pay o f..... ...................................................  2, 5, 8,11,13,16, etc.
Blank and printed forms. (See Stationery and printing.)
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Account.
Blocks and tackle on floating equipment, repairs to................................... ........ 2, 5
Board allowance to crews when not fed aboard ship (not laid u p ).....................  30
bulletin, for advertising purposes..................... ........ ............................... 21
drafting, for maintenance of equipment.......................... ...................... 1
terminals.......................................................  12
of directors fees.......................................................................  .................  55
Boards of trade, membership fees in ..................................... ...............................20,48
Boiler compound for ships.....................................................................................  30
Boilers at port agencies, cleaning, testing, and repairing....................................  13
insurance premium on.................................................  52
Bonds, court, cost of...........................................  51
fidelity, premiums on.......................................................  1,12,17, 24,34,36,50
libel or admiralty, premiums on...............................................................  51
premiums on, account transportation of bonded freight.......................... 33 
Bonuses to employees on ships....................................................................... . 25
Books for passenger ship libraries..........................................................................  30
of reference.......................... ..........................................  1,12,17,24,34,48,50,51
Booths for telephones, when movable, repairs of......... ...................................... 50
permanently built in, repairs to ...........................  13
Bowls, water, on vessels, repairs of................ .....................................................  2,5
Boxing damaged baggage........................... .................................  .......................  45
freight..........................................    44
Bracing bulkheads, docks, piers, and wharves...................................................  13
Bread breakers, repairs of......................................................................................  2,5
Briefs, printing.......................................................................  ............................. 54
Brooms and brushes for general offices.................................................................  50
port agencies.................................................................... 36
ships................................................................................. 30
warehouses........................................ , .............  42
Buckets, fire, for general offices, repairs of........................................................... 13
stevedores, repairs of....................................    13
warehouses, repairs of............................  ..................................  13
Bug exterminators for ships...........................   33
Buildings, expense of heating and lighting.....................  1,12,17,18,24,34,36,41,50
pay of porters and janitors in general offices........................ ............  49
rentals of offices in (not general offices)............................ 1,12,17,24, 34,50
repairs of............................................................................... - .............. 13
repairs of rented offices in ................................................  1,12,17,24,34,50
 Bulletin boards for advertising........ .....................................................................  21
Buoys, repairing....................................................................................................  16
Burglary insurance...............................................   52
Burlap for ships......................................................................................................  30
Burners for vessels, repairs of.......................................... ..................................  2,5
Buttons for crews’ uniforms......... ...........................................................    30
Cable tolls, general offices........... .....................................................................    50
Caissons, dock and wharf, repairs of........................................................ ...........  13
Call bells for general offices.............................................................................   50
Cameras and supplies therefor used for advertising purposes.............................  21
Canal tolls......................... . — ....................- ........ ..............- ..............................  33
Candle lamp tubes for floating equipment................................... ............ ............  2,5
Candles for ships...............................       30
2 0
Account.
Cans, oil, for floating equipment, repairs of..................................... ........ ..........  2, 5
Canvas slings for warehouses and port agencies.................. ............................... 42
Caps and uniforms for crew............................................... .........................  -----  30
terminal employees........... ... . . .......................................  42
Captain, traveling expenses of..............................................................................  30
Captains on ships, pay of . . . ...................  ............................................................  25
sick leave, pay of...............................................................................  25
waiting orders , pay of................................ ....................................... 25
salaries prorated between operation and lay up ................ ...................25,23
while vessels laid up for repairs..............................................  2,5
Carbonic acid gas for ships..................................................................... ................ 30
Carbons for arc lamps on ships............................................................................... 30
Cards, business, for general officers........................................................................ 48
playing, for sale on ships...........................................................................  31
Care of general offices........................................ ..................................................... 50
Cargoes, cost of handling, trimming, and stowing................ ............................ .. 38
payments under contract for handling.............. , .............................. 38
Carpenters repairing terminals, pay of........ ........................... .............................. 13
Carpet sweepers for general offices, repairs of.............. ........................................ 50
ships, repairs of......................................................................  2
Carpets for general offices, repairs of.....................................................................  50
outside traffic agencies, repairs of..... .................................................. 18
port agencies, repairs of....................................................................... 36
Carriage and ambulance expenses for injured persons...................................... 9,14,47
Cars, unloading and loading, account loaded in error..........................................  38
Cartage of freight due to disability of steamer......................................................  40
trucks to and from various docks.................................. ......... ...........  42
Cashiers at terminals, pay and expenses of..........................................................  35
in agency offices, expenses of..................................................................  36
Casualty insurance premiums.......................      52
Certificates of stock, engraving and printing........................................................  54
Chairs, deck, on vessels, repairs to....................................... ...............................  2, 5
general office, repairs to  ...... ................................................................... 50
Chalk for vessels.............................................................................. - ........ ......... 2,5,30
warehouses..........................................................   42
Changing ships’ papers, fees for.............................................................................  43
Charcoal for cooking on ships.......................................................... ..................... 30
Charges, freight, uncollectible, paid other carriers on misrouted, lost, damaged,
or destroyed freight..............................................   44
Charts for barometers................ ............. ...............................................................  30
Chauffeurs in freight transfer service, pay of........................................................  40
Checks, baggage and storage, printing of..............................................................  37
Cheesecloth for ships’ supply................ ................................. .......... ......... ........ 30
Chimneys, lamp, for terminals..............................................................................  13
Chisels for warehouses and port agencies..............................................................  42
Chronometers on vessels, cost of adjusting.........................................— ............  2, 5
rating...............................    30
Cigars, cigarettes, tobacco, etc., sold on ships......................................................  31
City agents soliciting traffic, salaries and expenses of...................... ..................  18
Claims, damage to property............................................................... .................  46
employees detecting thieves, salaries and expenses o f...........................44,45
engaged as adjusters, salaries and expenses of............—  44,45,46
in freight claim office, salaries and expenses of....................  49-
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Account.
Claims employees in personal injury cases, salaries and expenses of— . . . . . . .  49
while witnesses in lawsuits, salaries and expenses of— . 44,45,46
for loss and damage to baggage...................... ........  ..........................  45
freight....................................................................... 44
of passengers for expenses caused by delay due to ship disaster...........  33
operating reserves for...................................................................... 44,45,46,47
paid crew for loss of wearing apparel due to ship disaster........... . 33
personal injury..... ............ ............................ .......................................9,14,47
Classifications of freight, cost of printing............................................... .............. 22
Cleaning cabins on ships.............................................................  ......................... 30
general offices........................................................................     50
offices of port agents.....................................................      36
shops. (Clearing account “ Repair shop expenses.” See p. 26, Clas­
sification of Operating Expenses.)
warehouses................................................................................................... 42
Clearances, cost of ships’............................................................................................ 43
Cleats for terminals, repairs of   ................................................- ................... . 13
Clerks and attendants at port agencies, salaries and expenses of............... 35
in equipment maintenance superintendence offices, sala­
ries and expenses o f .................................    1
general offices, salaries and expenses o f .....................  49
outside agency offices, salaries and expenses of.-------  18
terminals maintenance superintendence offices, sala­
ries and expenses o f................................................    12
terminals operation superintendence offices, salaries
and expenses of....................... .......... .............. 34
traffic superintendence offices, salaries and expenses
of................................................................................  17
vessels operation superintendence offices, salaries and
expenses of.........................................................    24
Clocks for general offices, repairs to........... .........................................................  56
terminals, repairs to ............................................................................     13
Clothes’ hooks for vessels.............................................................................. 2,5
Clothing carried as baggage, damage to..................................................................... 45
worn by passengers, damage to ............................................., . . . ..........  46
Clubs, commercial, for other than traffic purposes, dues and fees in ............. 48
traffic purposes, dues and fees in ......................  20
Coal bags for tugs......................................................................................... .  . ....... 39
docks for fueling, maintenance of........... .................................................... 13
for cooking on ship........................................................................................   30
heating general offices........................... .............. ....................... 50
outside traffic agencies...............................     18
port agents’  offices............................................  36
traffic superintendence offices......... ................................ . . . . .  17
shipkeepers’ u se .................. ........ .................................  ................ . 32
ships, analysis of........................   26
wharf employees handling......................................................  . .  26
fuel, on board tugs, cost of...................................... .................................. . 39
vessels, cost of............................ . . . . ...................................- 26
hoists at terminals, repairs t o . . . . ...............................................................  13
passers on ships, wages of............................................................................  25
scoops and shovels, repairs t o ............................................   . . .  2,5
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Coalers engaged in fueling ships, wages of.................................. .................... 26
Cofferdams for protecting wharves and docks, repairs to.....................................  13
Collisions causing damage to property of others, payments account of , . . . . . . .  46
Commerce counsel, pay and expenses of.................... ...................................... 51
Commercial agents, pay and expenses of.............................................................  18
associations and clubs, dues and fees in .............................. ......... 20,48
standing, payments for reports o f ................  ......... ...................... 50
Commissions allowed port agents in lieu of salary...............................................  35
for chartering vessels........................... ................... ...................  56,57,58
soliciting traffic.................   18
Compasses, adjustment of.....................................................................................  2,5
Compensation insurance, premiums for................................................................ 52
paid for injuries or death,..........................................................9,14,47
Compounds, boiler, for floating equipment..........................................................  30,39
Compressed air apparatus on floating equipment, repairs to...............................  2,5
Consular fees and charges for tonnage....................................................... ..........  43
for bills of health.............................................................................. 43
clearing ship....................................................     43
receiving ships’ papers..............................................................  43
signing manifests..................    43
on or off crew.................................................................  30
Contracts, preparation o f ......................................................   51
Contributions for relief of catastrophes and epidemics........................................  55
to hospitals............... .................................. ............... 9,14,47,55
local fire departments.................................. ...................  . . . . .  55
relief departments....................................................................... 53
volunteer life-saving associations..............   55
Conventions, donations for........... .................................. ...............................  21,55
Conveyers, freight, at terminals, repairs of.................................................. ........  13
Cooks on ships, pay of. . ......................................................................................... 25
tugs, pay of.....................................................................    39
Coolers, water, on floating equipment, repairs to.................................................  2,5
Cooperage material for terminals............. ..................  .......................................  42
Coopering freight, material for............................................................................ 42
Coopers at terminals, pay of................................ — ...........................................  38
  Cordage for terminals.........................    .............................................  42
Coroners’ inquests, fees and expenses in connection with..............................  9,14,47
Corporate notices of general character...................................................... ...........  55
Cotton duck for ships...........................................................   30
mops for ships...........................................  ....................................... . . . .  30
wicking for ships.............................   .............................................  30
Counsel, clerks and-attendants for, pay and expenses of. ...................................  51
Coupon tickets, cost of printing........... .................................. ......... ..................  37
Court bonds, cost of......................................................................  9,14,44,45,46,47,51
costs and expenses account damage to baggage.............. .........................  45
freight........................    44
property..............................   46
in general law matters............................................... 51
injury cases......................................................... 9,14,47
stenographers in general law matters, services of......................................  51
injury cases, services of ....................................... .. 9,14,47
Cranes for shop use, repairs to ...............................................................................  8
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Crews, boarding expenses of, during lay up....... ...............................................   32
on floating equipment, engaged in dredging, wages of.. .......................  13
ships, wages of. . .................................... ...............................................  25
tugs and lighters, wages of....................................................................  39
traveling from one ship to another, expenses of.......................................  30
to and from ships, expenses of , ............ .....................................  30
railroad fare of................................   30
Crowbars for terminal use, repairs of...................... ............................................. 13
Customhouse charges (American or foreign) for bills of health.............................    43
boats for port officers................  43
bonds...............  43
certificates.............    43
certified copies.......................  43
cording and sealing..............  43
deceased passengers................... 43
entering and clearing ships.......  43
harbor police..............................  43
head tax.....................................  43
light dues................................... 43
measurements............................  43
night service.............................  43
nondelivery of cargo in bond...  43
port entries................................. 43
recording....................................  43
salaries of regular officers at spe­
cial stations............................. 43
seizure of nonmanifested cargo.. 43
services of officers...................... 43
special permits........................... 43
storage, labor, and drayage........ 43
surveyors’ services.....................  43
tonnage dues...........................    43
Customs charges on advertising matter.................................................................  21
permits, clearances, entrances, and inspection fees..............................  43
Cutting grass and weeds at port agencies..............................................................  43
Damage adjusters, pay and expenses of........... ...........................................  44,45,46
cases, expenses of witnesses in .............................................. . . ........  44,45,46
to  baggage...................................................................................    45
clothing carried as baggage.........................................   45
worn by passengers................................................................  46
docks and wharves by drift or ice....................................................... 13
cutting ice to prevent...................... ..................  13
express matter......................................................................................  44
property, insurance against.................................    52
of others....................................    46
Damaged and astray freight, proceeds from sale of (credit)----  ........................ 44
baggage, proceeds from sale of (credit)......................................... ....... 45
freight, cost of repacking and boxing.................................................... 44
proceeds from sale of (credit)............................   44.
refund of other carriers’ freight charges on........ ....................  44
Deck department employees, pay of.........................................   25
supplies for........................................    30
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Deductible averages...............................................................................................  2,5
Delay to baggage, payments for........................................................... .................  45
freight, payments for........................................................................   44
Delivering orders by tugs to ships in bay.............................................................  33
Delivery tickets, freight, cost of............................................ ...............................  37
Demurrage on coal for ships’ use......................... ............................... ................. 26
supplies for ships’  use...........................................   30
cars and lighters at ports awaiting discharge.......... ............... . 43
Depositions in personal injury cases, expenses of taking......................... . 9,14,47
Depreciation on furniture and fixtures on ships..................................................  4
ships............. ...................... ....................................................... 4
tugs and lighters.........................................................................  7
Derricks, floating, repairs to................................................................................... 5
Detection of thieves on ships............................................................................ 33,44,45
Detectives at docks, services of............................. ................................................ 35
Dictionaries.................................................................................... 1,12,17,18,24,34,50
Dippers for floating equipment, repairs to............................................................  2,5
Directories in general offices....................- .......... . . ............................. ............... 50
Directors’ fees and expenses....................- .......... ..................... .........................  55
publishing notices of election of..........................................................  55
Discharging cargo, power for........................................   41
Disinfectants for docks and wharves................................  ................ - ................ 42
floating equipment.......  ........................................................... 30,39
Display cards and cases for advertising................................................................. 21
District agents soliciting traffic, pay and expenses of........ ................................  18
Divers engaged in dock repairs, pay and expenses of..........................................  13
examination of floating equipment for repairs, pay and ex­
penses of .......... .................................................................  2,5
Dividends declared, publishing notices of............................................. ........... 55
Dock agents, expenses of...............................................................................   36
pay of . . ...................................     35
Docks and warehouses, removing or breaking ice about, to prevent damage. . .  13
repairs to........................... .............  ........................ . 13
Doctors’ services in injury cases............................ ...........................................  9,14,47
Donations for charity .....................................................................................  55
on account of epidemics..................................... ........................... . .  55
to carnivals for traffic purposes.....................  ......... ..........................  21
expositions for traffic purposes..................................................... .. 21
hospitals..... ................................................... - ........................ 9,14,47, 55
Drafting instruments and supplies......................................................................... 1,12
Drafts, exchange on........... ............................................................. ................. . 55
Draftsmen, pay of................................................. ................................................  1,12
Drawing and recording operating agreements................................................... .. 51
Drayage on astray freight........................ ...........................  ...........  ....................  44
freight to save towage.........................................................................  40
Dredged material, removing........... ...........................................    13
Dredges, operation of__  ..................................................................................... 13
Dredging, assessments for.............................. ................... ........... ........................ 13
channels, expense of........................................................    13
machines, repairing..............     13
Drinking cups (sanitary) for floating equipment..................................................  30
port agencies............................................................  36
Driveways and walks at port agencies, maintenance of............ ..........................  13
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Drugs and medicines for floating equipment.......................................................  30,39
Dunnage for ships........................ ...................................................................... . 30
Dusters for floating equipment......................................... .............................. 30
Dustpans for floating equipment..................................................... ............... 30
Election of directors, publishing notices of......................................................... . 55
Electric and other lighting of docks and wharves, cost of...................................  41
general offices, cost of................................................... 50
fans for general offices, repairs to............................................................. 50
port agencies, repairs to......................................   36
hoist on terminals, repairs of...................................................................  13
Electricians on ships, pay of..................................................................................  25
Electrotypes for advertising purposes....................................................................  21
Employees as witnesses in lawsuits, pay of.................................. 9,14,44,45,46,47,51
of deck department on ships, wages of............................................... 25
engineers’ department on ships, wages of......................................  25
general offices, premiums on bonds of............................................ 50
stewards’ department on ships, wages of.......................................  25
on tugs and lighters, pay of............................................  ..................  39
retired, pensions paid to................................    53
Engineering instruments on vessels, repairs to............................ ...........................  2,5
supplies for ships...............................................................................  30
tugs....................................................  39
Engineers, assistant electrical, on ships, pay of.................................................... 25
supplies for..................................... ,... 30
  electrical, on ships, pay of............................................................. . 25
supplies for.......................................................... 30
on ships, pay of....................................................................................  25
shore duty, engaged in maintenance of equipment, pay of.........  2,5
tugs, pay of........ ........................................................ ...................  39
Engines, stationary, on wharves, loading and unloading ships, pay of employ­
ees operating....................................................................  38
Epidemics, contributions on account of...............................................................  55
Equipment, floating, depreciation on..........................................  ....................... 4,7
  tools for...............................................................................  2,5
Exchange on checks.........................   55
drafts.................................................................................................  55
Expenses and fees of directors.................................................. ..........................  55
for wharfage of ships...................................     43
winter mooring of ships (during lay up).........................................  32
“ lay up ,” pay of ships’ crews and other expenses (not account of
repairs)...............................................................    32
of employees of deck department.........................................  ........  30
engineers’ department........... ...................................  30
stewards’ department..................................................  30
officers operating terminals..........................................................  34
Express charges on advertising matter........................................................    21
supplies for general offices...................................................... 50
law department............................    51
offices of soliciting agents................   18
traffic officers..........................  17
Fairs, donations to and premiums for.................................................................... 21
Faucets on vessels, repairs of................................................................................  2,5
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Fees and expenses of directors.............................................................................. 55
attorneys’ ......................................................................................................    51
Fidelity bonds of employees on ships, premiums on.......................................... 30
general office employees, premiums on.................................  50
officers, premiums on..............................................................  50
terminal officers and employees, premiums o n ...................  36
Financial notices of general character, cost of.....................................................  55
Fire buckets, extinguishers, and hose for general offices, repairs to .................. 13
terminals, repairs to...................   13
insurance premiums............. ....................................................... .................  52
plugs at terminals, repairs of.........................................................................  13
Firemen on ships, pay of......................................................................1...............  25
Fixtures for general offices, repairs to.............. ....................................................  13
terminals, repairs to.........................................................................  13
vessels, repairs to..................................  ......................................... 2,5
Flags for terminals.................    42
tugs and lighters.....................................     5
Floral decorations on ships...............................  30
Flowers for ships.....................................................................................................  30
Folders, advertising............................... ............................... .............................. 21
Food supplies for ships.......................................    29
tugs.......................................................    39
Freight charges on fuel for ships........................................................................... 26
paid other carriers on lost or damaged freight shipments____  44
coopering, marking, and tagging, material for......................................... 42
wages for............................................. 38
damaged, proceeds from sale of (credit).................................................. 44
repacking and boxing..............    44
loaders and unloaders, wages of..... ......................................................... 38,39
lost, damaged, or destroyed..,...................................................................  44
payments for loading or unloading........................................................... 38,39
platforms, repairs to ..................................................................................  13
solicitors, pay and expenses of— ...................................  ........  ...........  18
storage of, payments to warehouse companies for.........  ........................  43
traffic advertising notices to shippers..................   21
associations, expenses of..................................................     20
officers, clerks, and attendants, pay and expenses of......... ........ 17
unclaimed or damaged, expenses of sale of................................................  44
Fruit-stand supplies for sale on ships.................................. .................................  30
Fuel for cooking on ships.......................................................................................  30
general offices............................................................................................ 50
ships, cost of, delivered on board............................................................  26
tugs, cost of, delivered on board.............................................................  39
warehouses and docks........................................................................... .. 41
Fumigating ships when not required by port authorities....................... ..........  43
required by port authorities.........................................  33
Funds, contributions to, account catastrophies, epidemics, etc........................ . 55
Funeral expenses of deceased employees....................................... 11,16,23,33,43,55
persons killed............................................... . ................... 9,14,47
Furniture for general offices, repairs to ................ ................................................ 50
outside traffic agencies, repairs to...................................................  18
ships, repairs to..............  ...............................................................  2, 5
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Furniture for terminal offices, repairs to .. .......................................  ........  -------34,36
traffic offices, repairs to........ ........................................................... 17,18
Gangplanks for terminals, repairs to........... ................................... ........ .............. 16
Gas for general offices............................................................................................  50
terminals.............................................................................. ................. . . .  41
Gauges on vessels, testing........................... ..........................................................  2,5
General agents soliciting traffic, salaries of.................................................. 18
counsel and force, pay and expenses of...................................................  51
offices, repairs to...........................................................  ..........................  13
Government port physicians’ fees and expenses........... .....................................  43
 Graphite for lubrication........... ......................................................... .................. 27,39
Gratuities paid employees during sickness. (Same account as wages.)
retired employees.......................................      53
to families of deceased employees........................................................ 53
Grease for lubrication....................................... .................................... ............... 27,39
Hand trucks at terminals, repairs to .............................................................. ....... 16
Handling ships’ lines at terminals.............................*...........................................  43
Harbor masters’ fees..........................................................  ............................... 43
Hardware for vessels repairs.................... .......................... ................. ............. ... 2,5
Hatch tents, repairs of..  ............................................................................... ...... 2
Hatchets for coopers..,.................................... ...................................................... 42
Heating general offices............................................................................................ 50
outside traffic agency offices..............................................................   18
wharves....................................................................................................   41
Hoisting engines handling freight on wharves, repairs to................................. 13
Hoops for cooperage.................................... ........................  ...............................  42
Hose, fire, for wharves and warehouses, repairs to............. ................................  13
general offices, repairs to ...... ................................. ........... ............  13
Hospitals, contributions to ............................................................... .............9,14,47,55
Ice about docks and warehouses, removing or breaking, to prevent damage.. .  13
for general offices................................ ................................................ ..........  50
terminal offices...............................................................................  . .  12,34,36
traffic offices.............................................................................................. 17,18
machines on ships, repairs to........................................................................... 2
Incandescent lamps for general offices................................................  13
terminals............ ...........................................................  13
Injuries to persons..............................  9,14,47
Injury lawsuits, expenses of.........................................................................9,14,47,51
Insect exterminators on ships......................................................................... . 33
Inspection of cotton shipments.............................................................................  43
ships, tugs, and lighters for maintenance purposes......................  2,5
Inspectors’, quarantine, fees..........................     43
Instruments, drafting and engineering................................................................  1,12
Insurance premiums (except on fidelity bonds)........................................ ........  52
on fidelity bonds....................................... 1,12,17,24,34,36,50
Jackets for waiters on ships...................................................................................  30
Janitors in general offices, pay of.............. .................................................... ......  50
Judgments, including costs........... ........ ...................................... 9,14,44,45,46,47,51
Account.
Kerosene for ships..................................................................................................  30
Labor separating shipments on wharves............................................................... 38
overhauling freight, account errors..................................................   38
Laid-up ships, pumping out........................................................... ...................... 32
Lamp burners for wharves.....................................................................................  13
oil for terminals...................................    41
trimmers at terminals................................    41
wicks for terminals............................    41
Lampblack for warehouses.....................     42
Lamps for port agency offices..........................................  ......... .........................  36
warehouses.. ..........................................................................................  41
Landings, repairs of......................................................................  ...................... 13
Launches, power, fuel for...................................................................  1,12,17,24,34,48
pay of employees on.............................................. 1,12,17,24,34,48
repairs to ..................................................................................  2,5
supplies for................................................... ........  1,12,17,24,34,48
Laundering for general offices..................................    50
port agency offices.......................................................................  36
ships..............................................................    30
Law agents, pay and expenses of.......................................................................... 51
books......................    51
briefs.............................................................. ................... ...........................  51
reports.................    51
Lawn mowers for use at port agencies, repairs to.................................................  13
Lawsuits, expenses of employees as witnesses in .........................  9,14,44,45,46,47,51
for loss and damage to baggage, final judgments and plaintiffs’ court
costs...............................................................  45
freight, final judgments and plaintiffs’ court
costs..............   44
property, final judgments and plaintiffs’ court
costs.........................      46
Lay-up expenses, pay of crews, etc. (ship not undergoing repairs)................... 32
Legal briefs and forms, printing............................................................................  51
services of attorneys, fees and retainers for................................................  51
Librarians on ships, wages o f ..........................................................   25
license or customs fees for ships................................     43
Licenses, liquor.............................................................................      31
ticket agents’..................................................................   36
Life rafts, repairs to .......................................................................... - ...................  2,5
Light for ships, fuel for........ .............................................   26
Lighterage freight, cost of loading and unloading (except directly to or from
ships)...............................................................................................   39
Lighters and tugs, employees on, pay of............................................................... 39
inspecting, for maintenance purposes..................... . ............  5
operation of..............................................................................  39
pumping out............................................................................. 5,32
raising sunken...............................    5
removing ashes from.........................   39
repairs to...................................................................................  5
superintendence o f .....................   39
supplies for.....................................................     39
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Lighters and tugs, towing----. — .................................................................. - - - - 39
wharfage for................................................ ............... 39
Lighting docks, piers, and warehouses.................... . ............  .........................  41
equipment for vessels, repairs to ....................................... ................ 2,5
  fixtures for general offices, repairs to...................................................... 13
general offices.......... .........................  ...................................................  50
outside traffic agency offices................................................. ............-. - 18
Liquors, wines, beers, ales, etc., for sale on ships.............. ................. ................ 31
Loading and unloading cargoes, payments to other companies for.. ................... 38
power for (not produced by company)............. 41
lighterage freight (except directly to or from ships)—  39
ships, cost of wharf labor................................. . ........ . .  38
Locks and keys for general offices................   50
terminals.................................................................................  42
Longshoremen at docks and wharves, pay of................................................ . 38
Loss and damage, baggage..................................................................................... 45
claims, adjustment of.......................................................... 44,45, 46
freight................................        44
Lubrication for ships.............................. .............................................................. 27
tugs.......................................................................    39
Lumber for dunnage on ships................................................................................  30
repairs to terminals............................   13
vessels................................................................................. 2,5
Machinery repairs at terminals . ...........................................................................   13
Marking freight at terminals, cost of labor for....................................................... 38
supplies for..................................................   42
Matches for general offices.................. .............................  ....................................  50
port agency offices..............  ..............................................................  34,36
ships................................................................    30
warehouses........................      42
Material, cooperage.................................................................................................  42
Mates on ships, pay of.................................................. ........ ................................  25
sick leave, pay of...........................  25
waiting orders, pay of. ...........................................................................  25
Mathematical instruments on vessels, repairs to .............................................. 2,5
Meals for general office clerks................................................................................. 49
officers............................................   48
wharf employees.....................................................................   42
Medical and surgical supplies for persons injured............................................. 9,14, 47
ships.................................................................  30
Medicine for ships................................................  .......... .....................................  30
warehouses........................................................................................  42
Meetings, directors attending, fees paid to ..................   55
stockholders’, publishing notices of..............   55
Membership fees in boards of trade, e tc ........................................................... 20,48
Menu cards for ships.....................................................................   28
  Messenger service at outside traffic agencies....................................... .................  18
port agencies....................... ........ . . . .................................  36
Metal polish for ships............. ............................................. .........  ............  ___  30
Moorings, repairs t o ............................................................................................... 13
Mop wringer pails for ships.....................     30
Mops and mop handles for ships..............................................   30
Musical instruments on ships, repairs to ................   2
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Newspapers and periodicals, advertising in ........ .................................................  21
for general offices...................................................  50
port agencies.......................  34,36
traffic officers................................................ . 17,18
publishing annual reports in ............................. ........... .......... ........  55
corporate reports in .........................................................  55
News-stand supplies for sale on ships.................................................................... 30
Night permit for loading ships...............................................................................  43
watch at port agencies, services of................................... ................. ........  42
Notarial fees for annual and financial reports................... ...................................  50
Office furniture in general offices, repairs of.......................  ..............................  50
outside traffic agencies, repairs of.........................  ....... . 18
port agency offices, repairs of...................  ....... ................... 34,36
traffic offices, repairs of............................................................ 17
supplies for general offices...........................................................................  50
maintenance of equipment offices........................................... 10
outside traffic agencies............................................................ 18
port agency offices...................................................................  36
traffic offices...............................    22
Oil for wharf engines.......................  ......................................... .........................  41
fuel, for ships.......................................     26
tugs...................................      39
lubricating, for ships........................................................................................ 27
analysis of................      27
tugs...............................................................    39
analysis of.......................................................................  39
storm, for ships..............  ....................................................... ..........................  30
Oiler spouts and cans on vessels, repairs to..........................................................  2,5
Oilers on ships, pay of........  ................................................................................. 25
Operators, wireless-telegraph, on ships, pay of....................................................  25
Outside traffic agencies, expenses of................................................................. .. 18.
Overhauling freight in warehouses to separate shipments...................................  38
Oxalic acid for laundry.......... ..............................................................................  30
Packing material for warehouses...........................................................................  42
needles for warehouses.......................................  42
Pails for terminals.........................................................  ..................................... 42
Painting floating equipment................................................................................  2,5
Paints and oils for terminal repairs.................................. ...................................  13
Paper towels for general offices.............   50
Partitions, general office, alterations of.................................................................  13
Passenger traffic advertising.............    21
agents, pay and expenses of....................................................... 17,18
offices, heat, light, water, and ice for........................................  17,18
soliciting agents, pay and expenses of....................................... 18
stationery and printing..............................................................  18,22
Passes, engraving and printing.............................................................................. 54
Payments for handling cargoes-by contract..........................................................  38
Pension department blanks, cost of.................................................... ................. 54
Pensions paid to retired employees................................... ..................................  53
Periodicals, etc., for general offices......................................................................  50
outside traffic agencies........................................................  18
ships..............................................................................    30
traffic officers........................................................................  17,18
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Permits, customhouse, for night work............................. ....................................  43
Photographs and negatives for advertising purposes— .....................................  21
Physicians’  services in injury cases..................................................................  9,14,47
Piers, bracing.............. ..........................................................................................  13
cutting ice around...................................................    13
divers engaged in dredging about, pay of..................................................  13
electric lighting apparatus at, repairs of.......... ................ ........................  13
employees in charge of, pay and expenses of............................................  12,34
expense for pile drivers, tugs, barges, and floats engaged in repairing.. 13
heating and lighting..................................................................   41
longshoremen and laborers at, pay of......................................................... 38,39
painting buildings on........................................................................   13
repairs of.........................................................     13
strengthening...............................................................................................  13
supplies for operation of................................................................ .............. 42
watchmen at, pay of.................................................................................... 35
Pile drivers, expenses of operating and repairing................................................  13
Piling for docks and warehouses............................................................................  13
Pilots engaged in dredging, pay of....................................................................... 13
Pipe covering on vessels, repairs to........................................... .........................  2,5
Pipes for heating and lighting general offices, repairs of...................................... 13
Plaintiffs’ court costs............................................................... ..........  9,14,44,45,46,47
Planks, gang, for warehouses, repairs to................................................................ 13
Plumbing for general offices, repairs to................................................    13
terminals, repairs to..........  .............................................................  13
Police at terminals, equipment for........................................... ............................ 42
pay of.......... ........................  ..............................................  35
Polish, metal and other, for general offices...........................................................  50
ships.......................................................................... 30
Port agents, expenses of............................................... .............................. ..........  36
pay of.................................................................................................  35
physicians (Government officials), fees and expenses of..................... . 43
stewards, expenses of................................................. ..................................  24
pay of......................................................................    24
Porters in general offices, pay of......................   49
Postage for advertising matter...............................................................................  21
general offices.......................................................................................  50
outside traffic agencies........................................................................  18
port agencies......................... .............................. .............................. 36
terminal superintendence maintenance.........................  12
operation.......... ........................................  34
traffic department officers (except advertising).................................  17
use on vessels......................................................................................  30
Post-office box rent at port agencies................................. .................................. 34,36
Power for operating terminals.............   41
Premiums, insurance (except on fidelity bonds).................................................  52
on fidelity bonds........................................ 1,12,17,24,34,36,50
Presses, copying, and stands, repairs of................................... 1,12,17,18,24,34,36,50
Printing. (See Stationery and printing list, p. 12.)
presses on ships, repairs to .....................................................................  2
Property (except freight and baggage being transported), damage to............... 46
Pumping out laid-up ships....................................... .................................. . 32
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Pursers on ships, pay of ...........................................................    25
sick leave, pay of.................................................................................. 25
waiting orders, pay of. . . . . . . ..........................................................  25
Quarantine expenses............................................................................................... 43
Racks for time-tables and folders .................................................................    21
Radiators for general offices, repairs to.................................................................. 13
Rags for cleaning ships......................................  ....................................... ..........  30
Rat catching on ships, payments for...........  ..................................................  33
Reference books for general offices.......................................................................  50
Regulating clocks in outside traffic agencies........................................................  18
Removing rubbish from terminals.................................................................. . . .  42
snow from terminals.................................................... ........................  42
Rent of fire alarm at wharves................................................................................  13
general offices. (See note to account WE 50.)
lighters and other floating equipment.............................................. . 56,57,58
minor offices..........................................................................  1,12,17,24,34, 50
occupied by legal department............................................  51
offices for outside traffic agencies................................... .......................  i8
pile drivers for wharf repairs....................................................................  13
post-office box at port agencies...............................................................  34,36
tabulating machines for use in general offices..................................... 50
Reporting, marine, companies, services of...........................................................  33
ships’ movements................................................................................  33
Reports, annual, printing...............................   50
publishing, in newspapers.......... .............................................. 55
Retainers, legal................... ........ .............................. ......................................... 51
Retired employees, pensions paid to................................................................... . 53
Rope for terminals............................................    42
Rugs in general offices, repairs of........................................................................... 50
Safes for general offices, repairs of........................................................................  50
port agencies, repairs of........................................................   36
Sail needles and twine for ships............................................................................  2,30
Sailors on ships, pay of........................................................................................... 25
Salaries and expenses of clerks in general offices......................... .......................  49
law department offices..........................  51
outside traffic agency offices.........................  18
port agents’ offices..........................................  35
traffic offices....................................................  17,18
warehouse offices................ ...........................  35
Sale of astray and damaged freight, proceeds from (credit). . ............................. 44
Sand paper for terminals.........................................................................   42
Sawdust for dunnage on cars................................................................................  42
ships............................................................................... 30
Saws for use in  terminals repairs..................................................... ..................... 13
Scales for terminals, repairs to............................................................................... 13
track or wagon, for terminals, repairs to...................................... .............. 13
Scows, dredges, etc., used in maintenance work, repairs of................................  13
Seals for bonded freight.......................................................................................... 42
Selling damaged and unclaimed freight, expenses of....................................  44
Shavings for warehouses........................................................................................  42
Shipkeeper on ships laid up (not for repairs), supplies for..................................  32
wages of........................................ 32
  Account.
Shipping tags. (See Stationery and printing, p. 12.)
Shore duty in connection with vessel repairs, captains and engineers, pay of,
while on........... ........................................................................................  ........  2,5
Shoveling grain, on ships, cost of labor.............................................. . ...............  38
Shovels, steam, for loading grain, rent of............................................................  43
Signal oil for ships.......... ........ ............................................................................. 30
Signs, “ No trespass,” on docks and warehouses, repairs to.................................  13
on wharves to direct passengers and teamsters, repairs to........................  13
windows, port agency office.............................. .............................. 36
Skids, freight, for warehouses, repairs of....................................................... .......  16
on vessels, repairs of.......................................... ................. ........ 2,5
Skylights at terminals, repairs of............................................ .............................  13
Slings, canvas, for warehouses.......... ............................................... .......... ..........  42
Soap for general offices........ ...................................................................................  50
outside traffic agencies.................. .............................................. ........ 18
port agencies.....................................     36
ships..........................................................................................................  30
Soda ash for ships’ laundry....................................................................................  30
Sounding tubes for vessels, repairs of................ ................. ................................  2,5
Special counsel, pay of.............................. .......... ................................................ 51
law fees, payment of.............. ..........  ..................................................... 51
Sponges for ships..................................................................   30
Sprinkling system at terminals, repairs of...........  ....................... ....................... 13
Standees on ships, repairs to..................................................................... ...........  2
Stationery and printing. (See p. 12.)
Steam and hot-water fixtures for general offices, repairs to.................................. 13
Stevedores and longshoremen, pay of................................................................... . 38
Stewardesses on ships, pay of................................................................................  25
Stewards on ships in service, pay of..................................................................... 25
laid up, pay of.......................................................................... 32
Stock certificates, printing.......... ........................................................................   54
Stockholders’ meetings, publishing notices of......................................................  55
Storage of astray and damaged freight, payments for........................................... 44
Stowing cargoes in ships, cost of............................................................................ 38
Subscription to mercantile credit agencies...........................................................  50
Suppers for general office clerks...........................................................................  49
Supplies for general offices.............................. ........................................ . . . . . .  50
legal department................................................................................  51
outside traffic agencies....................................................................... 18
ships.....................     30
terminals............................................................................................  42
Switching freight to avoid shifting ship, payments for........................................  40
Tables, time, for general distribution................................... ........... ................. 21
Tallow for lubrication at terminals................................    42
on ships............................................................................. 27
Tarpaulins for lighters, repairs of.......................  5
terminals, repairs of.......................................................................  16
Telegraph and cable tolls, general officers....................          50
outside traffic agencies...............................................  18
port agencies...............................................................  36
traffic officers.......................................................  17
wireless messages from ships’ officers at sea..............  33
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Account.
Telephone expenses of general offices...................................................................  50
outside traffic agencies..............................................    18
port agencies..................   36
traffic officers................................................ ..................... 17,18
operator at general office switchboard, pay of....................................  49
private wire between general offices and terminal property, rent of. 50
Testing boilers..................................... .............................................. ..............2,5,8,13
scales at terminals....................................... ........................... ................. 13
Ticket agents at wharves, pay of........................................................................... 35
Time clocks on wharves, repairs of................................................................ . 16
Time-tables.................................................................................................................  21
Toilet paper for warehouses....................................... .........................................  42
Tonnage dues.........................................................................................................    43
Torches for ships.....................................................................................................  30
Towage in harbors................................................................................................... 33
Traffic associations, proportion of expenses of......................................................  20
Transportation of injured persons.......................................................................9,14,47
Traveling auditors, pay of..........................................   49
expenses of general office clerks............................................................ 49
officers.................................................................... 48
legal department employees.............................................  51
outside traffic agency employes.............................   18
pursers to and from ships..................................................  30
superintendent engineers engaged in maintenance of
equipm ent.................................................................... 1
superintendents of hulls engaged in maintenance of
equipment......................................................    1
traffic department employees........................................... 17,18
Trimming cargoes, cost of.......................................................................................   38
Trucks, electric, for warehouses, repairs of...........................................................  16
hand, for warehouses, repairs of...................................................................  16
Tug service, account grounding at terminals........................................................  39
for assisting ships through ice at terminals.......................................... 39
removing buoys at terminals...... ...............................................  16
towing ships into harbors............................................................. 33
transferring vessels while laid Up (not undergoing repairs)___ 32
Tugs, fuel and supplies for.................. .................................................................  39
repairs of..................................................................   5
wages of crews on..........................................................................................   39
Tuning pianos on ships..............................................................................................  30
Twine for warehouse coopers................................................................. ...............  42
Typewriters and supplies. (See Stationery and printing, p. 12.)
Uniforms for vessel employees.................. ............... ...  ......................................  30
wharf employees..................   42
Unloading lighterage freight..................................................................................  39
ships’ freight.....................................................  38
Verifying grain shortages by reweighing, expenses of
Vermin, cost of exterminating on ships.....................
warehouses..........
Vessel clearances..........................................................
Vitriol, blue, for batteries at terminals.......................
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Account.
Walks and driveways at terminals, repairs of.......................................................  13
Wall pockets for advertising matter......................................................................  21
Warehouses, repairs of........................................................................................   13
Waste for ships’ engines..................................................................................... . .  30
wharf engines............. ........................................................................... 42
Watchmen, special, on piers and wharves to detect pilfering, pay of................  35
Watchmen’s clocks at terminals........................   42
lamps at terminals............................................................................. 42
Water coolers for general offices, repairs of—  .............................. ..................... 50
outside traffic agencies, repairs of. . . ................................. ....... 18
port agencies, repairs of.............................................................  36
Waybills, cost of printing.............................. ................  .................................... 37
Weather strips on vessels, repairs of.....................................................................  2,5
Webbing for ships’  supply.....................................................................................  30
Weighing grain, pay of longshoremen............................................................ . 38
Wharf and pier agents, expenses of.......................................................................  36
pay of...........................................................................   35
employees, pay of........... ..........................................   35
supplies and expenses..................................................................  42
Wharves and docks, heating and lighting............................................................. 41
repairs of...............................................................................  13
Window screens at port agencies, repairs to........................................................  13
on vessels, repairs to ................................... ...............................  2,5
  shades for port agencies, repairs of........................................................ 13
Wines, liquors, mineral waters, etc., for sale on ships.........................................  31
Wireless-telegraph apparatus on ships, rent o f..................................................... 33
repairs t o ................................................  2
operators, when members of crew, pay of............................. 25
Witnesses at trial, expenses o f.....................................................  9,14,44,45,46,47,51
o
